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The belated introduction of “continental” analysis to Britain was led by the Scottish mathematicians
James Ivory and William Wallace in the early part of the 19th century, some years before its adoption
at Cambridge University. William Wallace succeeded John Leslie as professor of mathematics at
Edinburgh University, where both confronted the conflicting ideologies of Euclidean geometry and
algebraic analysis. The transitional state of Scottish mathematics at this time is vividly portrayed in
their letters and publications and in letters of the writer Thomas Carlyle. Though Leslie and Wallace
appreciated the power of the new analysis, and Wallace was an able exponent, both chose to emphasize
Euclidean geometry in their courses. The philosophical, educational, and practical reasons for this
are explored. Publication by David Brewster of Legendre’s Ge´ome´trie, translated by Thomas Carlyle,
provoked a scholarly dispute among various protagonists, including Leslie, Adrien-Marie Legendre,
James Ivory, and an anonymous “6.” This concerned the logical foundations of analysis and geometry
and nicely illustrates prevailing attitudes and rivalries. Though Leslie and Wallace began as friends,
an intense animosity developed. This culminated in a quarrel over the teaching of astronomy, which
highlights the difficulties of recruiting students to mathematics. C° 2000 Academic Press
L’ introduction de l’analyse de type “continental” en Grande-Bretagne fut initie´e tardivement par
les mathe´maticiens e´cossais James Ivory et William Wallace dans la premie`re partie du XIXe sie`cle,
quelques anne´es avant son adoption a` l’Universite´ de Cambridge. William Wallace succe´da a` John
Leslie comme professeur de mathe´matiques a` l’Universite´ d’Edimbourg, ou` ils eurent tous les deux a`
se confronter a` l’incompatibilite´ ide´ologique de la ge´ome´trie euclidienne et de l’analyse alge´brique.
On retrouve brillamment e´voque´ l’e´tat de transition ou` se trouvaient a` cette e´poque les mathe´matiques
e´cossaises dans les lettres et publications des deux mathe´maticiens et dans la correspondence de
l’e´crivain Thomas Carlyle. Meˆme si Leslie et Wallace appre´ciaient la puissance de la nouvelle analyse
et que Wallace en fuˆt un habile interpre`te, ils choisirent tous les deux dans leurs cours de mettre l’accent
sur la ge´ome´trie euclidienne. On trouvera ici les raisons philosophiques, e´ducatives et pratiques de
ce choix. La publication par David Brewster de la “Ge´ome´trie” de Legendre, dans la traduction de
Thomas Carlyle, provoqua une dispute savante entre divers intervenants, notamment Leslie, Adrien-
Marie Legendre, James Ivory, et un anonyme signant du nom de “6.” Cette dispute, qui concernait
les fondations logiques de l’analyse et de la ge´ome´trie, illustre bien les attitudes et les rivalite´s qui
re´gnaient alors. Bien que Leslie et Wallace eussent d’abord e´te´ amis, une animosite´ intense se de´veloppa
entre eux: elle culmina dans une querelle sur l’enseignement de l’astronomie, qui mit en lumie`re les
difficulte´s du recrutement d’e´tudiants en mathe´matiques. C° 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Scottish mathematicians played a major role in the regeneration of British mathemat-
ics during the early 19th century, some time before a revitalized Cambridge University
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established its preeminence. William Wallace (1768–1843) and James Ivory (1765–1842)
were among the first to propound the “continental” calculus and its applications. John
Leslie (1766–1832), though a radical in other respects, took a more conservative view of
mathematics in favouring geometrical methods. Leslie’s influence on Scottish science and
mathematics was considerable, but his attitude to analytical reform was equivocal, and
his contemporary reputation exceeded his mathematical talents. Wallace, though an able
analyst, was criticized, late in his career, for placing undue emphasis on geometry in his
classes at Edinburgh University. The difficulties of learning the new analytical methods are
interestingly described by the former Edinburgh student, Thomas Carlyle (1795–1881),
who went on to become a major literary figure.
In 1824, the physicist, entrepreneur, and polemicist, David Brewster (1781–1868), pub-
lished an English translation of Adrien-Marie Legendre’s Ge´ome´trie [50]. This was anony-
mously translated by Carlyle, not by Brewster himself. Leslie, Ivory, Wallace, Legendre, and
an anonymous “6” were all involved either in this publication or in the ensuing controversy
concerning the limitations of analysis and the foundations of geometry. The strong Scot-
tish philosophical tradition encouraged such fundamental questioning of the connections
between algebraic analysis and geometry, but it also sometimes gave rise to unwarranted
hostility towards the new analytical methods.
In teaching, too, there was conflict between the perceived educational priority of em-
phasizing the elements of geometry and the wish to introduce calculus and analysis even
though their foundations were still suspect. But few students at Edinburgh University chose
to study advanced mathematics, and even the numbers studying elementary mathematics
declined due to competition from rival establishments. Accordingly, the professor’s income
from fees was small, and both Leslie and Wallace augmented their earnings by writing
textbooks, encyclopedia articles, and contributions to “popular” scientific works. They also
competed acrimoniously for the right to teach astronomy, for which additional fees were to
be had.
John Leslie was born in Largo, Fife, on 16 April 1766, the son of a cabinetmaker. At St
Andrews University along with fellow-student James Ivory, his mathematical instruction
was provided by Nicholas Vilant and John West.1 At that time, he was befriended by John
Playfair (1748–1819), then a Church of Scotland parish minister at Liff, near Dundee. In
1785, Playfair was appointed joint professor of mathematics at Edinburgh University.2 Leslie
and Ivory also went there, ostensibly to study divinity, but preferring to study mathematics,
natural philosophy, and moral philosophy with Playfair, John Robison, and Dugald Stewart.
Later, they met Henry Brougham, who shared their mathematical and scientific interests.
The aristocratic Brougham went on to a successful legal career and an eventful political
one. (See Fig. 1 for a portrait of Leslie.)
Leslie was employed as a private tutor, at first in America, and later by the Wedgwood
pottery family in Staffordshire, who provided him with a laboratory. In 1805, when Playfair
1 Nicholas Vilant (d. 1808) wrote one book [83] and contributed to another [60], but he is mainly remembered
for being ill and for employing a long line of assistants to teach in his stead [78], most notably John West (1756–
1817) [89; 90; 21] and James Glenie (1750–1817) [28; 29; 34; 43]. Another assistant, Thomas Chalmers, became
a famous preacher, leading the 1843 Disruption of the Church of Scotland [36].
2 Playfair, and from 1805 his successor John Leslie, had sole responsibility for the teaching, for which they
received the students’ fees. The salary for the post, however, went to Adam Ferguson, as a sinecure, on his transfer
from the chair of moral philosophy. Ferguson continued to enjoy this privilege until his death in 1816, thereby
depriving both Playfair and Leslie of the salary.
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FIG. 1. Portrait of John Leslie as a young man, said to be an excellent likeness. Chalk drawing by John Henning,
44.6£ 38.2 cm. Scottish National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh, Cat. No. PG 660; reproduced by permission of the
Trustees. (Edinburgh University possesses an oil portrait of Leslie, by J. Caw, after Sir David Wilkie. The Scottish
National Portrait Gallery has a marble bust of Leslie (Cat. No. PG 291), by John Rhind, after Samuel Joseph; a
similar bust is owned by the Royal Society of Edinburgh.)
transferred to Edinburgh’s chair of natural philosophy, Leslie was controversially appointed
as his successor [63]. On Playfair’s death in 1819, Leslie took over the natural philosophy
chair, and he supported William Wallace’s candidature as his successor in mathematics.
William Wallace, who had studied informally under Playfair and Robison in Edinburgh,
was then a colleague of Ivory at the Royal Military College, at Marlow and Sandhurst (for
biographical details, see [8; 22; 34; 72]).
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One of Leslie’s students was the talented Thomas Carlyle, who became a renowned his-
torian, essayist, novelist, and one of the most influential figures of the Victorian literary
scene [26]. Together with his wife Jane Welsh Carlyle, he is regarded as among the greatest
of letter-writers, and many of his early letters concern mathematics [79]. The controver-
sial David Brewster [66] is here of interest mainly for his rivalry with Leslie and for his
involvement, with Carlyle, in publishing the English translation of Legendre’s Ge´ome´trie
mentioned above.
During the first two decades of the 19th century, James Ivory was undoubtedly the ablest
British exponent of the analytical methods of Lagrange and Laplace. These he applied, along
with more typically Scottish geometrical insights, to various physical problems, notably, the
figure of the Earth and geodesy, atmospheric refraction, thermodynamic properties of air and
steam, and capillary attraction. His work in pure mathematics included an acclaimed article
on “Equations” for the Encyclopaedia Britannica [40] and journal articles on geometrical
problems, infinite series, elliptic integrals, and the foundations of geometry [9]. In [22], I
discuss William Wallace’s analytical work, including his attempt at a rigorous “doctrine of
limits.” That paper also explores the strained personal relationship of Wallace and Ivory,
their writing for encyclopedias, their contacts with John Herschel and Charles Babbage,
and the later neglect of their work by mainly pro-Cambridge reviewers and historians.
In the present paper, I explore early 19th-century Scottish attitudes to mathematics and its
instruction, centering on Leslie, Wallace, and Carlyle. Section 2 examines Leslie’s personal-
ity and his ambivalent attitude to analysis, and Section 3 describes Wallace’s appointment to
the Edinburgh mathematics chair. In their teaching, Leslie and, even more, Wallace showed
firm adherence to geometrical foundations, despite their awareness of “continental” analy-
sis. The philosophical and educational reasons for this are explored in section 4. The final
section 7 concerns other, perhaps more compelling, practical and financial reasons.
Carlyle, too, knew of the important advances in analysis, but his unsuccessful struggle
to understand these was disillusioning, and he abandoned mathematics for literary and
historical pursuits. Section 5 surveys Carlyle’s flirtation with mathematics and his translation
of Legendre’s Ge´ome´trie. Section 6 describes the controversy stirred by the latter publication
and particularly by some new additions. This provides a cameo of the participants’ attitudes
toward analysis—and toward each other. It also demonstrates the prominent role played by
Scottish mathematicians at this time in questioning the foundations of mathematics. Though
the strong Scottish tradition of Euclidean geometry, so long the cornerstone of mathematics,
was soon to decline, here it clashes directly with “continental” analysis.
Disputes between Leslie and Wallace were, in part, genuine differences of opinion on
mathematical, scientific, and educational issues but also involved a less edifying struggle for
personal advantage. Letters to Lord Brougham, described in Section 7 and the Appendix,
recount the latter, but, more importantly, they outline the practical difficulties encountered
in teaching mathematics and the attempt to revive astronomy in Edinburgh.
2. JOHN LESLIE AND ANALYSIS
John Leslie’s versatile but undisciplined intellect was more suited to invention and spec-
ulation than to logical analysis. As well as writing textbooks on mathematics and works on
natural philosophy, Leslie anonymously translated Buffon’s multivolume Natural History
of Birds..., contributed to a popular work on polar travel, and wrote for the Scottish-based
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Edinburgh Encyclopaedia and for the Encyclopaedia Britannica [51–56]. His best-known
work was his 1804 An Experimental Inquiry into the Nature and Propagation of Heat
[51].3 His main talent lay in devising and conducting ingenious physical experiments. His
writings, though sometimes marred by an overfanciful imagination, reveal a strong philo-
sophical and historical bent. Expressed at a time of rapid change, his views on mathematics
were generally well informed and certainly influential. For the Encyclopaedia Britannica,
he prepared an extensive review, the Dissertation Fourth on the Progress of Mathematical
and Physical Sciences Chiefly during the Eighteenth Century [56]. Published posthumously,
this was a continuation of an earlier review by Playfair. Unlike most British scientists of
his day, Leslie travelled widely in Europe and was made welcome by leading French and
Dutch scholars. He became a corresponding member of the French Institute in 1820. Shortly
before his death, which occurred on November 3, 1832, he received a knighthood on the
recommendation of Lord Brougham [70].
In his youth, Leslie expressed trenchant antiestablishment views [1], and it was unusual
that he and James Ivory chose not to complete their study for ordination by the Church of
Scotland. He failed to obtain appointments at St Andrews and Glasgow universities, and
his Whiggish political opinions and nonordination provoked a major confrontation when he
applied for the Edinburgh mathematics chair. Leslie became Scotland’s first nonordained
professor, establishing a precedent that weakened the influence of the Church of Scotland on
the universities [63; 70]. A little-known and sometimes hostile obituary of Leslie (perhaps
written by William Wallace or James Brewster) [8] also mentions this controversy and
criticizes Leslie’s mathematical and teaching abilities:
As a teacher of science, there may be some doubt as to the class in which Sir J. Leslie ought to be
ranked. His lectures, like his writings, were strikingly deficient in method and order.... His ideas were
sometimes fantastic; and when he attempted a sublime flight, his descriptions were almost burlesque.
Yet his lectures... were deeply impressed with that captivating charm which genius alone can confer....
To the few who could follow him they were eminently instructive. [8, 221–222]
The author also notes Leslie’s “impatience with prolonged labour, and a strong desire for
popular applause” [8, 217] but acknowledges that “in him the University of Edinburgh has
lost its only European name” [8, 222]. Macvey Napier’s better-known biographical memoir
focusses on Leslie’s positive achievements, his “extensive and varied knowledge” [70, 29]
and intuitive genius. It alludes, however, to another side of his character in the sentence:
“his care of his fortune went somewhat beyond what is seemly in a philosopher” [70, 31].4
Certainly, he cut a colorful figure: vain, quarrelsome, and opportunistic, an increasingly
untidy bachelor, fat and ugly with prominent teeth, lampooned for gluttony and unsuccess-
fully dyed hair [45, 2: 140–143; 92, 83–85] (see Fig. 2). Still, he cared for, and won the
affection of, his most able students. His many surviving letters show a flowery and rhetorical
3 For this, he was awarded the Rumford Medal of the Royal Society of London in 1805, though he never sought
to become a fellow of that Society.
4 In correspondence with the publishers, Constable, Leslie indulged in very hard bargaining and had to be
pursued to settle unpaid bills [4]. He actively sought lucrative assignments but became incorrigibly dilatory in
completing them. In an exchange of letters about the delayed Dissertation Fourth [56], the publisher Adam Black
wrote “[i]t is impossible to allow you any respite till it is completely finished” and received, in return, an invitation
to Fife to come rook shooting (which was declined) then a gift of “a sucking pig, of which I beg your acceptance:
It is the second line of progeny from my Neapolitan stock” [4].
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FIG. 2. Caricature of John Leslie by John Kay [45, 2: 140–143].
style and a keen self-interest so naively direct that it must have produced amusement and
exasperation, more often than offence. A prime example is reproduced in Appendix (a),
where he blatantly solicits a knighthood from Lord Brougham. Despite frequent claims
of penury, he died a rich man, with a townhouse in Edinburgh well stocked with an
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extensive library and paintings [57] and a country estate at Coates near his birthplace in
Fife.
Though a capable geometer, Leslie could not reach the high standards of his predecessor,
John Playfair, whose work in Euclidean geometry [75] was, and still is, highly regarded. In
addition, Playfair was a brilliant exponent of the revolutionary Huttonian theory of geology
[77], and his reviews of works by Laplace and others were among the first to urge British
mathematicians to keep abreast of the important new developments in European science.5
Playfair rightly criticized Leslie’s Elements of Geometry for lack of care [76]. Whereas
Playfair had sometimes, in his third course, taught “the modern analysis, at that time so
little attended to in Britain” [34, 99] (quoting Francis Jeffrey, 1822), Leslie seems to have
used fluxions in his teaching to a rather small third-level class taught only in alternate years
(see Section 7 below).6
If Leslie’s anonymous obituarist is to be believed (and there is little evidence to the con-
trary), “...with the higher departments of the new analysis he had a very slender acquaintance,
and he was altogether unable to wield it successfully as an instrument of investigation” [8,
217]. Nevertheless, Leslie was willing to review such work in his Dissertation Fourth [48],
though this has rightly been criticized as “frequently sketchy and superficial” [8, 221].7 Yet
Leslie’s survey is full and wide-ranging, and it seems fair to credit him with a general aware-
ness of the methods of analysis as well as an appreciation of the impressive achievements
it had brought in the physical and astronomical sciences.
Leslie’s geometrical preferences and analytical suspicions were early made clear in the
preface to his Elements of Geometry of 1809:
The analytical investigations of the Greek geometers are indeed models of simplicity, clearness and
unrivalled elegance; ... some of the noblest monuments of human genius. It is a matter of deep regret,
that Algebra, or the Modern Analysis, from the mechanical facility of its operations, has contributed,
especially on the Continent, to vitiate the taste and destroy the proper relish for the strictness and purity
so conspicuous in the ancient method of demonstration. The study of geometrical analysis appears
admirably fitted to improve the intellect, by training it to habits of precision, arrangement, and close
application. If the taste thus acquired be not allowed to obtain undue ascendancy, it may be transferred
with eminent utility to Algebra, which, having shot up prematurely, wants reform in almost every
department. [52, viii-ix]8
Yet, despite these strictures, he was far from uniformly hostile to the “new continental
analysis.” In his major work, Experimental Inquiry into the Nature and Propagation of
Heat, he himself used differential notation as early as 1804:
I have employed the method of notation which prevails on the continent.... The mathematicians of the
continent have indeed left us so far behind them; that their language and symbols appear at first scarcely
5 According to an obituarist (possibly William Wallace), Playfair “was early acquainted with the most recent
improvements made in the science on the Continent, and was mainly instrumental in introducing them into this
country, not only... within the circumscribed sphere of his class, but also... in the Edinburgh Review, and other
publications” [7, 186].
6 He gave Thomas Simpson’s work on fluxions [80] as a prize in 1817 to one Henry Baxter (copy of the author),
so this, presumably, was a text he recommended. Wursthorn [93, 764] records that Thomas Carlyle possessed a
copy.
7 He described the abridgement of Lacroix’s Traite´ du calcul [46] as “very obscure and unsatisfactory” despite
its popularity in England following the 1816 translation by Babbage, Herschel, and Peacock [47].
8 This quotation appears again, almost verbatim, in Leslie’s article “Analysis” in Brewster’s Edinburgh Ency-
clopaedia [54].
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intelligible.... There are manifest indications that this most important study is likely to be revived among
us and prosecuted with ardour. And guided by the correct taste derived from our acquaintance with
the ancients, we may hope to transfuse into the vast structure of analysis that elegance and luminous
connexion which the philosophers abroad have but too much disregarded. [51, n.551]9
But Leslie’s failure to introduce calculus until his third-level course had disadvantages.
The geometrical treatment of conic sections in his Geometrical Analysis & Geometry of
Curve Lines [55] was criticized by his unknown obituarist as “a clumsy expedient to su-
persede the use of the differential calculus.... It is like attempting to storm a fortress with
a catapult and a battering-ram, instead of employing the more efficient engines of modern
artillery” [8, 219].
3. WALLACE’S EDINBURGH APPOINTMENT
Leslie incurred further controversy when, in 1819, he succeeded to Playfair’s then more
lucrative chair of natural philosophy [2c; 4c]. He successfully backed William Wallace
for his vacated mathematics chair, against Robert Haldane (1772–1854), a mathematical
mediocrity then professor at St Andrews.10 The young Charles Babbage was also an un-
successful candidate, supported by James Ivory, whose relationship with Wallace was an
uneasy one. It was still the custom to appoint Scots to Edinburgh chairs, and Babbage was
not seriously considered. Being in no fit mental state to contemplate such a move, Ivory
was not a candidate.11 Nevertheless, he retained an active interest in the appointment and
was “astonished so few candidates have started for the Math1 chair in your University. This
shows how little attention is paid to this branch of learning at present. I suppose if Wallace
does not succeed at Edinr he will certainly get the chair that will be vacated at St Andrews”
[2b].12 In the end, the Town Council cast 18 votes for Wallace, 10 for Haldane, with one
abstention and four absentees [87].
9 Neither was Leslie a traditionalist where the “ancients” were concerned. He had refused to learn Latin at
school and did so reluctantly at St Andrews University, where he also defied authority by refusing to wear the
traditional red gown [70]. In the Preface of his 1828 Rudiments of Geometry [53], Leslie wrote that “[t]he great
error in modern education consists in undue attention paid to the dead languages, which consumes the precious
time that should be devoted, during the freshness of youth, to the higher intellectual pursuits.”
10 Haldane’s appointment to the St Andrews chair in 1809 was a political one, in preference to the well-qualified
James Ivory and William Wallace. He later became Principal of St Mary’s College at St Andrews. The extent of
political and religious patronage in the Scottish universities is explored in [25; 63; 64].
11
“I need not state to you particularly the reasons that have made me decline coming forward as a candidate
for the vacant office, as my nephew will communicate to you how matters stand with me. I have long intended
to write to you about your work [the Encyclopaedia Britannica Supplement], but my situation has been so truly
perplexing and distressing that I would not safely undertake anything. Although I cannot at present study with
great ardour, yet I do not intend to be idle” [2a].
12 By then, Ivory knew that Haldane was Wallace’s only rival. He had earlier written that “I did not expect that
Babbage would have great chance of success. [Yet h]e is a Young Man of considerable acquirements, and of great
industry, and very likely to attain great eminence in his pursuits” [2c].
The full printed set of testimonials submitted by Wallace for the Edinburgh chair incorporate those supporting
his previous unsuccessful St Andrews application of 1807. The latter were from John Playfair, Dugald Stewart,
Nevil Maskelyne, Charles Hutton, William Herschel, Baron Maseres, John Bonnycastle, and Earl Harcourt (former
Governor of the Royal Military College). Also submitted were new testimonials from the Governor and Lieutenant-
Governor of the R.M.C. and letters of support from John Leslie, Henry Brougham, Thomas MacKnight, and the
anonymous “A Geometer” [87].
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Leslie had written to Wallace that “I have known you upwards of five-and-twenty years,
and during that long period our friendship and intimacy have never been a moment clouded.
Nothing could be more acceptable to me than to have you for a Colleague and Associate”
[87, 16]. But he soon regretted his support when Wallace’s plans for teaching mathematics
became known. In September 1819 Leslie received a “long letter from Wallace which gives
me a great deal of pain. Indeed I regretted I ever quitted the Mathematics Chair.... Wallace
may fancy that I contemplate the diminished sale of my textbooks—but this scarcely enters
my mind.... [Wallace plans] total demolition of all my schemes of improvement.... Haldane
himself would not have attempted anything so violent” [4c].
Wallace planned to increase the amount of Euclidean geometry in the syllabus of the
elementary class, readopting Playfair’s edition of Euclid’s Elements in preference to Leslie’s
books, and also to defer to more advanced classes most of the algebra that Leslie had
incorporated, along with all consideration of calculus or analysis (see also [23, 113]). Thus
began a continuing animosity between him and Leslie.
Carlyle well understood the situation, writing to his friend Robert Mitchell that
Wallace, whom I went this day to see, is a person of about fifty years old—short, bald-headed with a grim
and intelligent countenance. His manner is blunt; he speaks with a scotch accent;— and if his unaffected
& patient demeanor is accompanied with a display of philosophical reflection—which I cannot assert or
deny—he ought surely to be a great favourite with the public. Leslie and he are said to be on the eve of
battle—for the Elements of Geometry and curves of the second order, are to be discarded for Playfair’s
Euclid! Love me, love my dog— the saw says: still more should it say, love me, love my book. Science,
you see, as well as Religion, is at times disturbed by the feuds of its professors. What have we to say
but wish these worthies a fair field & no favour? [79, 1: 209]
4. EDUCATION AND PHILOSOPHY
Wallace’s espousal of Euclid cannot be dismissed as the act of a former schoolmaster
with limited mathematical horizons, clinging unimaginatively to long-established practices.
Nothing was farther from the truth, for, when at the Royal Military College, he and Ivory
had been pioneers in the study and propagation of “continental” analysis [22; 34; 72]. So
what caused Wallace to place so great an emphasis on classical geometry in his elementary
class at Edinburgh? There were several forces at work, both philosophical and practical.
The normal age of entrant students was about 14. There were no entrance requirements
(other than being male!), and not all entrants would have come proficient in arithmetic, let
alone geometry or algebra. Accordingly, a lot of time was spent on fundamentals. This is
emphasized in George Davie’s account of Scottish university education [23]. Though seri-
ously underestimating the innovatory analytical contributions of Scottish mathematicians,
Davie is certainly right when he argues for a distinctive Scottish style, more philosophical
and humane, but less technically specialized, than at Cambridge.13
The philosophical slant of Scottish education and scientific research is also explored
by Richard Olson [71]. He, like Davie, emphasizes the influence of the Common Sense
13
“The national habit was to treat mathematics as a cultural subject, not a technical one, and it was found
generally that the best way to maintain a student’s interest in the subject was to give courses in which, like that
of Leslie on arithmetic, elementary mathematics was discussed with special reference to its philosophy and its
history” [23, 109]. So, while “the amount of ground covered... might be very unimpressive by modern standards,
the instruction given on... foundations... was more extensive and profound than we are nowadays accustomed to
at undergraduate level.... The teaching, though very elementary, was also surprisingly intellectual” [23, 106].
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philosophers (particularly Thomas Reid and Dugald Stewart) on the attitudes of Playfair,
Leslie, and other physical scientists. This lay behind Playfair’s, Brougham’s, and Leslie’s
entirely justified logical objections to complex numbers (as they were then perceived) and
to Leslie’s unjustified criticism, discussed in Section 6 below, of Legendre’s analytical ap-
proach to geometry. In 1778, Playfair, a major influence on Leslie’s thought, had written that
In geometry every magnitude is represented by a line and angles by an angle. The genus is always
signified by the individual, and a general idea by one of the particulars which fall under it. By this
means, all contradiction is avoided, and the geometer is never permitted to reason about the relation of
things which do not exist, or cannot be exhibited. In algebra again every magnitude being denoted by
an artificial symbol, to which it has no resemblance, is liable, on some occasions, to be neglected while
the symbol may become the sole object of attention. It is not perhaps observed where the connection
between them ceases to exist, and the analyst continues to reason about the characters after nothing is left
which they can possibly express: if, then, in the end, the conclusions which hold only of the characters
be transferred to the quantities themselves, obscurity and paradox must necessarily ensue. [74, 318; 71,
165; 34, 100]
Regarding imaginary quantities, he posed the question: “If the operations of this imagi-
nary arithmetic are unintelligible, why are they not also useless?” [74, 321]. Playfair main-
tained that they provide a sort of reasoning by analogy that connects properties of the circle
with those of the hyperbola, although the operations with imaginaries are “destitute of
meaning” in themselves (see [71, 166]). Leslie, too, regarded complex roots of equations
as “expedients more like the fictions of lawyers than the reasonings of sound logicians....
Such notation may indicate the limits of a problem, and seems to originate in neglecting
the previous statement of the limitations” [56, 593; 71, 190–191].14
Leslie had emphasized “geometrical analysis” in his textbooks [52; 53] and wrote the
entirely geometrical article “Analysis” for Brewster’s Edinburgh Encyclopaedia [54]. In
this article, he carefully distinguished “Analysis” from the more direct “Synthesis or Com-
position; which is the mode usually employed for explaining the elements of science.” In
contrast, “Analysis ... is ... a sort of inverted form of solution. Assuming the hypothesis ad-
vanced, it remounts, step by step, till it has reached a source already explored.... Analysis,
therefore, presents the medium of invention; while synthesis naturally directs the course
of instruction” [54, 1: 718–719]. Leslie clearly believed in the continuing importance of
geometrical analysis as a method of discovery and in its logical superiority over algebraic
analysis, which “wants reform in almost every department” [52, viii–ix].
A contrary view was propounded by John Herschel in his Edinburgh Encyclopaedia
article “Mathematics” [38]. He divided the history of mathematical sciences into three great
periods: first, “the ancient geometrical methods,” then “a kind of transition state” following
the adoption of “the algebraic calculus,” and finally “the last and greatest revolution... when
symbolic language... became the universal medium of mathematical enquiry, and when...
extraneous notions... were purged away.” Indeed, “the algebraic methods... were found, on
cultivation, to assume a degree of elegance not inferior to [geometrical ones]... and infinitely
to surpass them in force and extent” [38, 360–361]. Regarding the relative soundness of
the two modes of reasoning, he claimed that “the geometrical and algebraic analysis are in
this respect exactly on a par.” For, in geometrical analysis,
14 Recording the similar sentiments of philosopher Dugald Stewart, Olson observes that “[u]nlike [the Common
Sense philosopher Thomas] Reid’s” geometry of visibles, “algebra and analysis seemed riddled with philosophi-
cally unjustifiable arguments” [71, 90].
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however careful we may be in representing all of our magnitudes by lines, angles, &c. and how-
ever cautious in rejecting all but geometrical expressions from our language, and all but geometrical
considerations from our reasoning, still, till the solution is discovered, the component parts of our di-
agram (such only excepted as represent data) are to all intents and purposes arbitrary symbols—true
heiroglyphics, having no more real relation to the magnitudes they represent, than the unknown symbols
of an algebraic equation. [38, 361]
His reason is that, “in a complex problem, some of the data may involve an unperceived
contradiction: all our constructions will thus be impossible, and the lines, angles, &c. on
which we have beeen reasoning, can in no way have been real pictures of what they are
supposed to represent.... It does not then at all follow, because we construct diagrams, and
represent magnitudes by lines, &c. that therefore we are conversant only with realities” [38,
361]. Herschel was doubtless well aware of the strength of the contrary view in Scotland
and chose a Scottish encyclopedia to have his say. He probably believed that his defence
of algebraic methods extended also to the differential calculus, for he accepted Lagrange’s
“algebraic” definition of derivatives as coefficients of a power series. But the state of calculus
at that time was less well founded than he thought.
As late as 1838, the Edinburgh logician, Sir William Hamilton (not to be confused with
William Rowan Hamilton), was waging war on Leslie’s successor, James D. Forbes, and
Wallace’s successor, Philip Kelland, who proposed to increase the emphasis on analytical
mathematics. Hamilton likened algebraic methods to “running a railroad through a tunnelled
mountain” and geometrical ones to “crossing the mountain on foot. The former causes us,
by a short and easy transit, to our destined point, but in miasma, darkness, and torpidity,
whereas the latter allows us to reach it only after time and trouble, but feasting us at each
turn with glances of the earth and of the heavens, while we inhale the pleasant breeze, and
gather new strength at every effort we put forth” [71, 22; 23, 127].15
Such misgivings about algebraic analysis were not confined only to Scots. The English
physicist, physician, and polymath, Thomas Young, in his biography of Lagrange in the
Encyclopaedia Britannica Supplement, approvingly quoted the complaint of the French
astronomer and historian of astronomy, Jean-Baptiste Joseph Delambre, that
since the discovery of the infinitesimal calculus, the facility and universality of this method, which
often renders the possession of ANY TALENT IN THE CALCULATOR WHOLLY UNNECESSARY
[Young’s capitals], has made it more usual for mathematicians to direct their chief attention to the
perfection of this all powerful instrument. But at the present day, when researches of this kind appear
to be completely exhausted by the labours of Euler, Lagrange, and their industrious contemporaries, it
might perhaps be more advisable to return to the ancient method, and to follow the example of Newton,
surely, and of Daniel Bernoulli, who, as Condorcet observes, was entitled to the praise of moderation in
the introduction of his calculations. [94, 5: 199]16
15 Just two years previously, Hamilton had similarly attacked a pamphlet of William Whewell’s on the place
of mathematics in liberal education, in effect a manifesto for Cambridge reform. Hamilton maintained that “an
extensive study of the mathematical sciences... absolutely incapacitates the mind, for those intellectual energies
which philosophy and life require” and can lead to “blind credulity or... irrational skepticism” [71, 67]. Further-
more, “[m]athematicians are... infested with an overweening presumption or incurable arrogance, for, believing
themselves in possession of demonstrative certainty in regard to the objects of their peculiar science, they persuade
themselves that, in like manner, they possess a knowledge of many things beyond its sphere” [71, 70].
16 Young cites as references “Delambre, Me´m. Inst. 1812, ii.—Journal de l’Empire, 28, Apr. 1813.” Young’s
article, signed “A.M.,” accords with his bizarre scheme of employing two consecutive letters of the motto “Fortunam
ex aliis” (see [35, 30]).
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Both of Young’s biographers, Hudson Gurney [35] and the Cambridge reformer George
Peacock [73], were at pains to dissociate themselves from such views. In Gurney’s words:
“Dr. Young as a mathematician was of an elder school, and was possibly somewhat preju-
diced against the system now obtaining, ... as he thought the powers of intellect exercised
by a preceding race of mathematicians, were in no small danger of being lost or weakened
by the substitution of processes in their nature mechanical” [35, 35].
Both Leslie and Wallace were conscious inheritors of Scotland’s distinguished classi-
cal geometrical tradition deriving from James and David Gregory (or Gregorie), Robert
Simson, Colin MacLaurin, and Matthew Stewart and ably continued by Playfair.17 While
still a schoolteacher at Perth, Wallace had contributed geometrical problems to the Gen-
tleman’s Mathematical Companion [27] during 1799–1801, and his first paper in the
Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh (1798) was on geometrical porisms. Better
known are two geometrical theorems, one formerly attributed to Simson but now regarded
as Wallace’s, published under the pseudonym “Scoticus” in Leybourn’s Mathematical
Repository [58].
But many of Scotland’s best mathematicians had also embraced the latest analytical meth-
ods. James Gregory’s work on series is too famous to require description. John Craig(e)
(1670–1731) and George Cheyne (1671–1743) wrote early works on fluxions. David
Gregory and John Keill, recruited to Oxford from Edinburgh, applied fluxions to physics
and astronomy. Colin Maclaurin and James Stirling worked confidently with fluxions and
series as well as with geometrical methods [31; 34; 82]. This analytical tradition, too, was
well known to Leslie and Wallace, and both must have read Playfair’s reviews of works
by Laplace and other French analysts [34, 99–103]. Wallace and Ivory were themselves
able exponents of both analysis and geometry, and John West and William Spence were
impressive analysts. Later, even Henry Brougham took time off from politics to collaborate
on An Analytic View of Sir Isaac Newton’s Principia [16].
Yet, in the early 19th century, the foundations of calculus were still questionable.
Lagrange, in his The´orie des fonctions analytiques [48], had tried to circumvent the “theory
of limits” and to found the calculus on finite differences via Taylor’s theorem. Though this
was the approach commended by the Cambridge Analytical Society [47; 11], it was already
falling from favor in France. There were difficulties over convergence and existence of
power series expansions of “arbitrary” functions and a growing realization that infinitesi-
mals and limits cannot logically be avoided. Wallace’s little-known efforts toward a precise
theory of limits are discussed in [22]. But the real advances in rigor made by Bolzano,
Cauchy, and Abel were yet to come [12; 24; 30; 33]. The only widely accepted and rigorous
justification of Newtonian calculus was still that expounded in the first part of Maclaurin’s
1742 Treatise of Fluxions, which employed the “methods of the Ancients” [59], the purely
geometric method of exhaustion.18 With this background, and the Scottish philosophical
emphasis on fundamentals, it is small wonder that Leslie and Wallace stressed Euclidean
17 Carlyle, also conscious of this tradition, had complained about Haldane’s candidature for the Edinburgh chair,
in a letter to his friend John Ferguson: “How dare such an unfortunate as Haldane, think you, offer to occupy the
place of Gregory & Maclaurin?” [79, 1: 198].
18 For this, Maclaurin has unjustly been criticized as backward-looking. But later parts of his treatise employed
Newtonian fluxions to examine a wide range of applications, some of them original, and his work was appreciated
in France. See [31].
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geometry in their elementary class, for it laid the only true foundations of all mathematics,
as then perceived.19
5. CARLYLE ON MATHEMATICS
Carlyle’s view of geometry and analysis, of course, reflected the emphasis of Leslie’s
teaching.20 A strong base in Euclidean geometry, a familiarity with algebra and, from
Leslie’s third course, some knowledge of fluxions was a barely adequate starting point for
reading Laplace and Lagrange. Legendre’s Ge´ome´trie, though analytical in parts, would
have been more readily approachable.
Carlyle’s mathematics, though slight, has been the subject of previous papers by Peter
Wursthorn [93], Carlisle Moore [62], and William Johnson [44]. Apart from his translation
of Legendre’s Ge´ome´trie, and some youthful newspaper contribitions [62, 69–73], Carlyle’s
only other appearance in the mathematical literature is in a note by Leslie added to the third
and later additions of his Elements of Geometry and Plane Trigonometry. There, a proof by
Carlyle, “an ingenious young mathematician, formerly my pupil,” is given to the proposition
“Let AB be a straight line, which it is required to cut, so that the rectangle under its segments
shall be equivalent to a given rectangle” [52 (3rd ed.), 340]. This proposition, which gives
the roots of a quadratic equation by geometrical construction, does not occur in Euclid.
Leslie notes that it appears in Pappus, and he gives Pappus’s proof along with two others.
Carlyle’s proof is elegant, employing a simple construction of similar triangles. Leslie’s own
proof is also neat and is the same as that in John West’s earlier Elements of Mathematics
[89].21
Many letters to his friend Robert Mitchell during the years 1814–1819 reveal Carlyle’s
preoccupations and ambitions. Nearly all the mathematics described concerns Euclidean
geometry, but in one letter Carlyle gives a simple proof using fluxions [79, 1: 85–86].
He enthused over a supposed demonstration by Mitchell of the trisection of an arc [79, 1:
27–28]. When the flaw was later found, Carlyle correctly wrote that “[w]ith regard to the
division of the circle into 360 parts,—I think it cannot be done by elementary Geometry—
at least if M. Gauss is right” [79, 1: 82]. Carlyle’s source, however, is not Gauss himself,
but Leslie’s Elements of Geometry, and Carlyle misstates Gauss’s result about the regular
polygons that can be inscribed in a circle.
19 That Leslie never shed his suspicions regarding the foundations of analysis is plain from his Dissertation
Fourth [56]. In what may be his sole letter to John Herschel, whom he apparantly never met, this is what he chose to
emphasize: “I shall very soon send you a copy of my Dissertation on the Progress of Science. It is scarcely adapted
for a philosopher of your calibre, but I suspect that our analysts have been running too fast in generalisation,
without studying sufficiently the physical principles” [5a].
20 Though Carlyle admired Leslie, he had harsh words for his other professors. “If we are to judge of the kind
of Professors we should get from the Edinr Kirk, by the sample we already pos[s]ess, it is devou[t]ly to be wished
that their visits may be short and far between” [79, 1: 97]. See also [79, 1: 149–150] and, for criticisms of Leslie,
[79, 1: 244].
21 Leslie never saw fit to cite the ingenious older mathematician, formerly his teacher, but, as Carlyle’s friend
David Masson recalled, Carlyle believed West to be “after Robert Simson of Glasgow, the most original geometrical
genius that there had been in Scotland,” and that Leslie “had derived some of his best ideas from that poor man”
[61, 236–237; 21]. Carlyle had certainly read West’s Elements of Mathematics. See [79, 1: 73–76; 54, 68]. Mitchell
remarked on West’s residence “in that vulgar place the West Indies! he was Mr Leslies preceptor” [79, 1: 76].
Robert Mitchell (ca.1795–1836) became a schoolteacher, tutor, and grammar school rector, before joining the
new Edinburgh Academy in 1824 as its classics master [79, 1: 6].
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In the same year of 1816, Carlyle was trying to understand Newton’s Principia, at first
“with considerable perseverance & little success,” until he studied Delambre’s Abre´ge´
d’astronomie [79, 1: 79; 62, 82]. Then, in 1817, he tackled Wallace’s Fluxions,22 but
found the going hard. The next year, he struggled with Laplace’s Exposition du syste`me du
monde (1799) and Me´canique ce´leste (1799), Bossut’s Me´canique (1810), and Lagrange’s
Me´canique analitique (1788), but again without great progress [79, 1: 127-128; 62, 82].23
The education then available in Edinburgh (as anywhere else in Britain at that time) had
failed to equip Carlyle with sufficient knowledge of the differential and integral calculus,
and his talent, unlike that of James Ivory and William Wallace, was not great enough for
him to acquire it for himself. Not surprisingly, his enthusiasm for mathematics waned as
his interest in history and literature increased, and his letters reveal growing discontent with
the subject. In November 1817, he complained to Mitchell that even skill in geometrical
problem-solving “depends very much upon a certain slight of hand, that can be acquired,
without great difficulty, by frequent practice—I am not so sure as I used to be that it is
the best way of employing one’s self—Without doubt it concentrates our Mathematical
ideas—and exercises the head; but little knowledge is gained in the process” [79, 1: 113].
Later, in 1829, he rationalized his failure to master calculus and analysis by denigrating its
intellectual content, as compared with the older, more creative but less powerful, “mathesis”
of geometry.24
On returning without prospects to Edinburgh from his unhappy schoolteaching sojourn
in Kirkcaldy, Carlyle rejected Leslie’s advice that “the best plan for you seems to be to learn
the engineer business, and go to America” [79, 1: 158]. He obtained some employment
as a tutor and met David Brewster [79, 1: 158, 161], who later commissioned him, for
just $50, to translate Legendre’s Ge´ome´trie [50]. Despite his growing disillusionment with
science and mathematics, Carlyle desperately needed money and was happy to accept
Brewster’s assignment. Brewster also commissioned him to write numerous biographical
and geographical articles for later volumes of the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia [62, 76–78].
Carlyle was “thinking of beginning” the translation in December 1821 [79, 1: 406]. In
April 1822, he was under pressure from the publishers and so recruited his young brother
John, then still a schoolboy at Annan Academy, to translate a section for him [79, 2: 98–100,
134–136, 145]. A few weeks later, he wrote to John: “I am in the act of getting done with
that thrice wearisome Legendre. Brewster talks about settling with me for it; otherwise I
should very gladly have asked for money, and the more-so as I have actually been distitute
[sic] of that needful commodity for many weeks. The Landlady thinks I am so idle I will not
settle with her” [79, 2: 153]. But the publishing did not proceed smoothly. Carlyle informed
22 This is certainly Wallace’s article written in differential notation, which had fairly recently appeared in the
Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, not, as Moore [62] suggests, his Encyclopaedia Britannica article. See [22].
23
“... Lagrange’s me´canique analitique also, but to me it is nearly a sealed book... I am not half-through the
exposition du syste`me du monde. The first volume is beautiful, & can be understood; great part of the second is
demonstrated, he says, in the me´canique ce´leste, and I am obliged to be content with ignorantly admiring these
sublime mysteries, which I am assured are de hautes connaissances, les de´lices des eˆtres pensans. Surely it is a
powerful instrument which enables the mind of a man to grasp the universe & to elicit from it & demonstrate such
laws .... To see these truths, my good Robert—to feel them as one does the proportion of the sphere and cylinder!
‘Tis a consummation devoutly to be wished—but not very likely ever to arrive” [79, 1: 127–128; 62, 82].
24 See [79, 1: 252; 62, 82–88].
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another of his brothers that: “Brewster I see frequently... [he] is in a law quarrel with Oliver
& Boyd about the price of Legendre. How happy that I have neither part nor lot in the
matter” [79, 2: 216].25
In fact, as well as translating Legendre’s work, Carlyle had added his own short introduc-
tory essay on Proportion. This is reproduced in [93, 766–768] and is praised by Moore as “a
model of concision” [62, 79]. Carlyle certainly thought so, for in old age he reminisced that
“I still remember a happy forenoon... in which I did a... complete doctrine of proportion...
for that work, complete really and lucid, and yet one of the briefest ever known” [20, 235;
93, 764].
Several of Carlyle’s letters to his wife-to-be Jane B. Welsh seem deliberately to reflect
her own low opinion of the sciences and mathematics.26 Still, Carlyle had not yet ruled
out a career in mathematics. Not long afterward, he wrote to Jane Welsh and to his father
that he had been encouraged by one Alexander Galloway to become “a candidate for a
Professorship of Mathematics in the R.M. College at Sandhurst in Surry [sic], which he
seems to be of the opinion I might easily secure. The emolument he says is $200 per an.,
with a good house and garden” [79, 2: 208].27
Carlyle did not apply for the Sandhurst post, rightly believing that it would diminish his
literary prospects. In May 1827, writing to Henry Crabb Robinson, he unsuccessfully sought
a position from one of the founders of the new London University in eccentric terms.28 An
application for the chair of moral philosophy at St Andrews was likewise unsuccessful,
despite impressive backing, and financial insecurity remained. As late as 1834, his financial
situation was desperate enough for him to consider making a hopeless application for the
astronomy chair at Edinburgh [17, 18].
6. LEGENDRE’S G ´EOM ´ETRIE AND ENSUING CONTROVERSY
When Carlyle’s translation of Legendre’s Ge´ome´trie appeared in 1824, Brewster did not
identify the translator, but he prefaced the work with a fullsome dedication to William
25 Carlyle was unaware that in 1819 John Farrar, Harvard’s mathematics professor, had already published an
English translation of Legendre’s Ge´ome´trie in the United States [49]. Whether or not Brewster knew this is
unclear. In any case, when Brewster’s edition appeared in 1824 it was an immediate success, and particularly so in
the United States, where modified versions of Brewster’s edition were issued from 1828 until 1885, mostly revised
and adapted by Charles Davies. In contrast, Farrar’s version was last issued in 1841 (these end-dates, given in the
National Union Catalogue, extend those of [93, 769]).
26
“Often it grieves me to be besieged with Printers’-Devils wanting Copy (of Legendre) a “most scientific”
treatise on Geometry which I unhappily engaged to translate long ago” [79, 2: 117]. “...that wretched Philomath
with his sines and tangents came to put me in mind of a prior engagement” distracting him from history [79,
2: 188]. This is probably Thomas Galloway, “Galloway the Philomath” (1796–1851), then a private teacher of
mathematics who in 1831 married a daughter of William Wallace [79, 2: 52]. The same Thomas Galloway was
later at Sandhurst and became Vice-president of the Royal Astronomical Society.
27 See also [79, 2: 193–196, 216–218]. Alexander Galloway, an old acquaintance of Carlyle, was then a professor
at Sandhurst, as his father (Alexander Galloway Sr.) had also been. Then also at Sandhurst was William Wallace’s
brother John, who had joined the College on Ivory’s enforced retirement [79, 1: 114].
28
“I have more than once meditated inquiring of you about that “London University” of yours. I learn from
the Newspapers that the people have advertised for Professors;... to myself it seems that some Moral Philosophy
or Rhetoric Professorship there would be no such unhandsome appointment. I can teach Mathematics also, and
Physics... and touches of Metaphysics... But the fittest place for me would be that of “Jack of all Trades,” in case
they wanted such a hand...” [69, 4: 225].
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Wallace. Appended to the translation is a Note by Legendre himself [50, 227–230], clearly
solicited by Brewster as editor and initiator of the work. It begins:
The celebrity which Professor Leslie of Edinburgh so justly enjoys, forbids me to pass over in silence
the objections which this learned geometer has adduced against the foregoing theory....
The objections alluded to, first made their appearance in the second edition of Mr Leslie’s Elements
of Geometry, pp.403 et seq. and though they were refuted, quite completely, as I think, in the equally
severe and judicious criticism of that work, published by Mr Playfair in the Edinburgh Review, vol.xx;
though I replied to them in a private letter addressed to the author; yet Mr Leslie in his 3rd edition, 1817,
(pp. 292 et seq.), has again brought forward his objections, inserting along with them an extract from
my letter... and subjoining, in favour of his opinion, the testimony of a mathematician whom he does
not name, but declares to be at the head of British geometers. [50, 227]
Legendre proceeds with a three-page reply to Leslie, and this is followed by a supporting
eight-page translation of a 1819 paper “of M. le Baron Maurice... which M. Legendre has
taken the trouble to alter in a few points” [50, 230].
This publication of Legendre’s riposte certainly reignited the flames of Leslie’s antipathy
to Brewster, and the fullsome dedication to Wallace would probably have led Leslie to
suspect the latter’s connivance. The long-term hostility between Brewster and Leslie had
previously resulted in lawsuits, when Leslie successfully took action against publishers to
clear his name.29
Leslie had not changed a single word of the note criticizing Legendre in his second
edition, but added, in both the third and fourth editions, a further four pages [52, 4th ed.
293–300]. He wrote that “I have scarcely heard, indeed, of a geometer of any eminence in
the island, (except the learned writer of a critique which appeared in the Edinburgh Review,)
who is not perfectly convinced of the fallacy lurking in the argument advanced by its very
ingeneous inventor” [52, 4th ed. 294].30 Then follows a long quotation from a letter of
October 1816 from “an old friend and fellow-student who now stands decidedly at the head
of our mathematicians:” this, of course, is James Ivory. Quotation of Legendre’s “private
letter” (in French) then follows “in justice to the illustrious author” [52, 4th ed. 296–297].
Leslie concludes the added passage by repeating his criticism of Legendre’s argument.
During 1824–1825, the controversy continued in the Philosophical Magazine. Volume
63 contains four papers, two by “Dis-Iota” (i.e., double-I), a pseudonym for James Ivory
[37a,b], and two from John Walsh of Cork [78a,b]. Volume 65 has two more, by the anony-
mous “6” [95a,b]. Ivory expresses annoyance that Leslie had quoted from his private letter:
“the part... which seemed to corroborate the opinion of the Professor being laid before the
public, while no notice was taken of another part which coincided with the opinion of Leg-
endre and was opposed to that of the Professor” [42a, 167]. The second of the pieces by
“6” is particularly outspoken in criticism of Leslie:
...There is amongst one class of scientific men in this country a violent prejudice against the use of
analysis, either in the elements of geometry or of mechanics. They regard it, not as the substitution of
one mode of reasoning for another, but as a dangerous attempt to remove from the view the experiments
29 Brewster had alleged that Leslie’s differential thermometer and his method for making ice were not original
[70]. Not long afterwards, Brewster criticized Leslie’s hygrometer as inaccurate [13, 148–149]. In June 1825,
Leslie wrote to Archibald Constable that, in a forthcoming publication, “my name is to be withdrawn if Brewster’s
should appear on your list. And if this obnoxious name be retained I will promise you no more” [4e].
30 The “learned writer” John Playfair had written that “Legendre has fallen into no error, but has reasoned with
perfect accuracy, and, as we think, with great ingenuity” [76, 91].
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upon which these sciences are built, and to revive the justly exploded philosophy of Leibnitz and his
immediate successors....
...it is preferable to apply at once to the fountainhead... the works of the great leader of this sect, Professor
Leslie. From them the spirit will be obtained in its wildest and most unrectified state.... [95b, 195–196]
It ends, however, on a more placatory note: “Professor Leslie is too far above an anonymous
writer to be affected either by his praise or blame, but for that very reason I deem his
errors dangerous... and error, when recommended by authority, is apt to be received by the
multitude without due examination. In such a state of things the contributions of a humble
individual may not be unacceptable” [95b, 200].
So what was the storm about? In part, certainly, the introduction of analytical methods into
geometry, of which Leslie was suspicious. But the controversy raised genuinely interesting
issues concerning the rigor of logical argument, the interconnection of geometry and analysis
as means of representing physical quantities, and the foundations of geometry itself in the
form of Euclid’s famous parallel postulate, which Legendre believed he had circumvented
by analytical procedures. The controversy was protracted not only by the protagonists’
dogmatic intransigence, but because both Legendre and Leslie made errors that took time
to sort out.
The argument mainly focussed on Legendre’s representation of sides a, b, c and opposite
angles A,B,C of a triangle by general (and usually unspecified) functional equations, such
as CD`(c,A,B) or cDˆ(C,a,b). Asserting that such an equation `(c,A,B) must exist to
represent the angle C, Legendre then argued from the “law of homogeneity” that, since
only c has dimensions of length, then c must be absent from the equation, so giving CD
`(A,B). “From this property, it is easy to deduce the theorem concerning the three an-
gles of a triangle” [50, 228], and it follows that Euclid’s parallel postulate is then redun-
dant.
Leslie argued that this reasoning on dimensional grounds was false, for a similar argument,
when applied to cD`(a,b,C) (not the same `) for the third side of a triangle in terms of two
sides and included angle, must lead to the rejection of C: “... the angle C, being heterogeneous
to the sides a and b, cannot coalesce with them into an equation, and consequently the base
c is simply a function of a and b.... Such is the extreme absurdity to which this sort of
reasoning would lead!” [52, 4th ed., 294].
Legendre countered that “the only absurdity here is the reasoning employed by the
objector.... Though an angle C... is undoubtedly heterogeneous to each of... a and b...,
it is not on that account heterogeneous to their ratio b/a; and consequently there is no
reason to expunge C from the function `(a,b,C)” [50]. Rather, c can be expressed as cD
aˆ(a/b, C), which formula he then gives explicitly. However this, though correct, misses
Leslie’s point, which he expands in his third and fourth editions. “Angles and lines are both
equally real quantities, though of different kinds; they are capable of being measured, and
consequently represented by numbers, by referring each of them to some... unit of its own
denomination.” Being representable by numbers, “[a]ngles and lines hence present to the
mind no radical or absolute discrimination, and therefore the argument grounded on such
a distinction must lose all its efficacy” [52, 4th ed., 298]. That is to say, since all variable
quantities are representable by numbers when referred to chosen units of measure, there is
no valid distinction in analysis between the variables in expressions such as CD`(A,B,c)
and cD`(a,b,C).
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Maurice’s defence of Legendre against Leslie [50, 230–238] is a broadly correct, but
overlengthy and in places obscure, account of dimensional reasoning by the “principle of
homogeneity.” This was one of the matters later taken up in the Philosophical Magazine
articles: the first article by “6” [95a] recapitulates the main arguments and makes some
rather pedantic criticisms, particularly of Maurice, but adds nothing new. Likewise, the two
contributions by Walsh [88a,b], for Leslie and against Legendre, add nothing of substance
and reveal that Walsh apparently believed (one hopes temporarily) that, when the base of a
triangle shrinks to zero, all its three angles must likewise approach zero!
The second article by “6” [95b], which begins by criticizing Leslie as head of the sect
opposed to continental analysis, gives some rather metaphysical views on the connections
between analytical procedures and the geometrical and physical concepts they describe.
He takes issue with Leslie’s statement that Legendre “proceeds a priori, without appeal-
ing at least in the first instance to external observation.” Rather, Legendre’s “fundamental
equation”—presumably CD`(A,B,c) or `(A,B)—is an assertion about physical space
equivalent to Euclid’s axiom. “Whence, I would ask, is his fundamental equation derived, if
not from superposition or experiment?” (i.e., by external observation). Accordingly, “there
is thus no constitutional difference betwixt the processes of the geometer and the analyst”
[95b]. He then proceeds to discuss, rather opaquely, the physical law of composition of
forces, considering that “in both these questions Professor Leslie has been misled by an
unaccountable dislike with which he seems to regard the approaches to analysis;” though
he “cannot go along with Dis-Iota in the full extent of his censure” [95b].
The two earlier papers by “Dis-Iota,” or James Ivory, [42a,b] expand on the argument
against Legendre made in Ivory’s earlier letter to Leslie. Ivory correctly points out that, by
writing down a relation CD`(c,A,B) for the third angle C of a triangle with base c and
base-angles A, B (and from which c is then shown to be absent), Legendre is assuming
that, given one such triangle with base c, it is possible to draw any number of similar
triangles with different bases, c0, c00, etc. and the same angles A, B. To postulate this is
merely equivalent to assuming “Euclid’s 12th axiom” (the parallel postulate), and certainly
not a demonstration of it by analysis (the same point as later made by “6”). But Ivory goes
on to criticize the logic of Legendre’s reasoning. It is true that CD`(c,A,B) is absurd, on
dimensional grounds,
... [b]ut from an absurd equation, or rather from no equation at all, you cannot, in a legitimate manner,
infer that another equation is true, viz. CD`(A,B).... It seems to be an odd argument to infer that there
must be an equation in one form, merely because there cannot possibly be an equation in another form.
The proper conclusion seems to be, that, in analysis as well as in geometry, there is, in the present
instance, a peculiar difficulty.... [42a, 165]
This latter objection seems casuistical, for, if C is uniquely determined by the three quantities
c, A, and B at most, then Legendre’s deduction is surely valid. The more cogent former
objection shows that C is so determined only by assertion.
Clearly, Ivory is criticizing Legendre on very different grounds from those advanced by
Leslie. He then goes on to criticize Leslie’s objections to the “law of homogeneity,” which are
“clothed, as usual, with the imposing garb of philosophical accuracy,” but “some reflection
will show that the functional equations may be vindicated from the charge brought against
them by the learned Professor” [42a, 165]. Yet he expresses a view similar to Leslie’s when
he writes: “But it may be questioned whether, in sound philosophy, the algebraic analysis
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can be applied to investigate a really fundamental principle of any science. Analysis treats
of number, and of measured magnitude, and of these alone” [42a, 166]. In contrast, science
requires hypotheses, tested by observation, on which the fundamental principles must be
based. “The modern analysis, from the universality of its application, has the supremacy
of the mathematical sciences.... But this potent engine cannot put forth its strength, until a
proper fulcrum has been prepared for it” [42a, 166].
Finally, Ivory rejects Leslie’s own attempt to improve the theory of parallel lines as “most
faulty, involving the idea of infinity” and adds, with rather gratuitous invective, that “the
learned Professor has not been successful in removing any difficulty, or in throwing light
upon any obscure subject, in elementary science. If new proofs of this were wanting, we
might refer to... the composition of forces; the permanent axes of rotation; and other matters,
in his late volume on Natural Philosophy” [42a, 167].
In the second paper, Ivory (or “Dis-Iota”) recapitulates and expands his arguments in
the first and demolishes Walsh’s attempted defence of Leslie. Here, he is kinder to Leslie,
pointing out that, although Leslie’s argument is false, “it is no more than justice to observe
that his reasoning is very naturally suggested by Legendre’s definition” [42b, 249]. Also,
“in order to render the mode of reasoning imagined by Legendre intelligible, we must strip
off the functional dress in which it is clothed” [42b, 248]. The whole issue centred on
“the difficulty about parallel lines” and “the imperfect nature of the definition of a straight
line.”31 Ivory concludes by saying that “[o]n the whole we are inclined to think that much
more importance has been attached to the functional investigations than they intrinsically
deserve. It seems very certain that there was a time when such demonstrations would not
have passed current for sterling geometry in the Athens of the North [i.e., Edinburgh]”
[42b, 252].
A third paper by “6” [95c], unconnected with the Legendre dispute, gives some further
clues to the author’s identity. It is devoted mainly to construction of trigonometric series
by substitutions of the complex quantity zD exp(i x) into series expansions in z and to the
solution of certain functional equations. A fourth paper by “6,” also in 1825, appeared
in another journal, Brewster’s recently formed Edinburgh Journal of Science [96]. This is
entitled “On the Application of the Expansive Power of Liquids to Produce a Reciprocating
Rectilinear Motion” and concerns the possibility of constructing powerful engines on this
principle, rather than by using highly compressible steam. It also gives some data on the
density of steam at various pressures.
The identity of “6” is not yet established. In view of content and motivation, three
suspects must be Wallace, Herschel, and Babbage. Wallace would perhaps have felt a
particular obligation, since Brewster’s work was dedicated to him, yet, if he is not “6,”
he published nothing on the controversy. Wallace’s only paper dealing with functional
equations did not appear until 1840 [86] but was probably carried out long before. Herschel’s
last known work on functional equations appeared three years earlier in 1822 [39]. The style
has something of Babbage’s self-confidence, but his main work on functional equations
was published 9–10 years previously [32]. Others with an interest in functional equations
around then include Edward ffrench Bromhead, John Herapath, and James Ivory. Other less
31 The former topic had been discussed by Ivory in a previous number of the same journal [41] and was also
recently treated, in Ivory’s view less successfully, by Daniel Huber of Basle.
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likely suspects include the Royal Military College staff: James Cunliffe, John Lowry, John
Wallace, Alexander Galloway, and Mark Noble.
Herapath, like Ivory, was interested in steam-driven machines and thermodynamics [19;
81], but neither is known to have written on “the expansive power of liquids.” Soon after-
wards, Herapath published several analytical papers in the Philosophical Magazine [37].
These are consistent with the promise of “6” to provide more papers on this subject, and
they are expressed in a similar forceful style. Herapath was not slow to involve himself in
controversy [18], but why would he have wished to remain anonymous in the “6” papers?
Though uncertainty remains, John Herapath seems the likeliest author, but William Wallace,
Charles Babbage, and John Herschel cannot be ruled out.32
7. THE PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY DISPUTE
As mentioned in Section 3, Leslie and Wallace clashed as soon as the latter made known
his views on teaching mathematics. Subsequent relations remained cool. Leslie submitted
evidence to the 1826 Royal Commission on the Scottish Universities, criticizing the ele-
mentary nature of Wallace’s first mathematics class as detrimental to the study of natural
philosophy, a criticism echoed in the Commission’s report of 1830 [23, 114–115]. In a
later memorandum drawn up for his successor, Philip Kelland, Wallace complained of the
decline in numbers taking the first mathematical class after 1827–1828, commenting that
“[a]bout this time, the Royal Commission did great injury... by sending abroad an opinion
that geometry may and should be taught in ordinary schools...” (quoted in [23, 347]).
In 1832, Leslie and Wallace disagreed in the debate over the Reform Bill, when Wallace
supported the proposals drawn up by a former Edinburgh student, Henry Drummond.
Wallace complained to Brougham that “my very learned Colleague Sir John Leslie having
(I suppose) understood that the Article in the Scotsman was by me, he of course formed an
opposite opinion and gave it out... that Drummond was wrong...” [6c; 22, Sect. 5].
Serious hostilities between Leslie and Wallace had broken out around 1830 over plans
for the Observatory on Calton Hill in the city and over the vacant professorship of practical
astronomy. Typically, Leslie wished to annex the professor’s salary to his own, and Wallace
at first made a counterclaim on his own account. David Brewster also entertained hopes
of this chair and wrote to Babbage for support. Incredibly, given his near-total lack of
experience, Thomas Carlyle had also hoped to gain this appointment.33
Both Leslie and Wallace stated their cases to their old acquaintance Lord Brougham, then
Lord Chancellor of the Whig Government. Leslie did not go empty-handed. He had also
32 A search for “6” among known pseudonyms in The Gentleman’s Mathematical Companion and in Leybourn’s
Mathematical Repository proved fruitless. Many are identified in an Appendix to the 30th and last volume of The
Gentleman’s Mathematical Companion; Mathematical Repository identifications are given in [91]. “6” is not
among them.
33 On the history of the Edinburgh Observatory, see also Bru¨ck [17]. Bru¨ck says nothing about Wallace’s
important involvement mentioned here. He notes, however, that the eventually appointed professor, Thomas
Henderson, employed Alexander Wallace, William’s son, as his observatory assistant and that they together made
many fine observations.
The filling of the chair was delayed for some time, pending the Report of the Royal Commission on the Scottish
Universities. On 3 February 1829, David Brewster wrote to Babbage that “I have reason to believe that it will be
offered to me; .... The only candidate... is a Mr Thomas Henderson,... and it has been stated to me that Mr Herschel
has recommended him, which I cannot believe” [3; 65, 22].
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blatantly canvased for a knighthood [6a]—see Appendix (a)—and soon thereafter received
one, at the same time as James Ivory and David Brewster. He enjoyed his honor only briefly,
dying on November 3, 1832, of complications following a neglected chill. In December,
Wallace changed his ground and submitted ambitious plans to turn the Observatory into
a major scientific establishment [6e]—see Appendix (b). With his rival removed, Wallace
doubtless felt freer to submit a more costly proposal.
In their submissions to Brougham, both Leslie and Wallace described the practical prob-
lems they had to face in teaching mathematics. These shed a different light on the con-
tinuing emphasis on Euclid in their teaching. As well as the philosophical and didactic
reasons outlined above, there were practical ones, concerned more with class fees than
students’ minds.34 The extracts shown in the Appendix concentrate on their discussion of
mathematics and their hopes for personal advancement. Other parts about astronomy and
the observatory are omitted as farther from the present theme.
Leslie pointed out that, as he had frequently taught a course of astronomy, he had a
rightful claim to the professorship of practical astronomy and wished “to annex it to the
Chair of Natural Philosophy, of which it is only a small appendage... [as] in all Continental
Universities” [6a]. Furthermore, his chair was “poorly remunerated. Though this charge
requires greater variety of talent and more extent of information than the professorship of
Mathematics, his pitiful salary of 50$ hardly pays an operator, while the latter without
incurring such expence receives an allowance exceeding 150$” [6a] (see Appendix (a)).
Class fees had been lost as medical students no longer had to study natural philosophy.
Wallace countered that “I consider my... power to teach astronomy as a vested right of
my office. The desire of individuals to get a name by setting up schools for knowledge most
materially affects me,” for many rival establishments now taught mathematics in Edinburgh.
“It is quite possible that the Professor of Astronomy may increase this evil” [6d].35
For Wallace and Leslie, there was a genuine need to supplement their professorial salaries.
Neither came from wealthy families, and both had to rely on their own earnings. The salary
of a Scottish professor was certainly low, and the additional class fees were uncertain in
amount, especially in view of the increased competition from rival schools and colleges in
the city. Even regular payment of their salaries was not assured. In 1835 Wallace complained
that “a considerable part of my income has, for a year & half past, been withheld by the
deranged state of affairs of the City of Edinburgh” [6g].
34 Though he himself unsuccessfully sought professorial chairs, Brewster described the situation to Babbage
as follows: “Men of science are ambitious of professorships, but owing to the fact that in Scotland the professors
are paid by the fees of their pupils, their sole object is to fill their classes and to become scientific showmen. It
invariably happens that the moment an able man is made a professor there is an end of his scientific career; so that
there is not in Scotland at this moment an individual in a university cultivating science” [3b; 65, 24].
35 Perhaps Leslie’s disorganized lectures had contributed to his loss of fees. He had taken over the natural
philosophy chair in part because it had been better remunerated (see footnote 2 above). His estimate of Wallace’s
“allowance” appears to conflict with Wallace’s own statement that he “receive[d] only thirty pounds from the
Government per annum” [6f], but the latter was presumably just part of Wallace’s emolument.
The previous professor of practical astronomy, Robert Blair, had treated the chair as a sinecure and never taught
[17, 11–14]. In the event, Wallace’s worries about competition were unfounded. Thomas Henderson, like his
predecessor, “did not feel able to institute a formal course of lectures in astronomy,” although “he took over for
more than a whole session lectures in mathematics and natural philosophy when his colleagues, Professors Wallace
and Forbes, were unable to give them” [17, 20].
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Their main advantage was their status as professors of the University, which enhanced
the marketability of their writings. Both devoted a considerable part of their time to writing
textbooks for the captive market of their students and encyclopedia articles and chapters
in popular scientific works aimed at the general public [55; 67; 68; 69]. They also acted
as editors or advisors to encyclopedias and journals. Leslie, renowned for his forwardness
in seeking advantage, proposed several publishing schemes. These included a “Mechanical
Encyclopedia” which never appeared, but for which he received a considerable sum in
travelling expenses for visits “among the manufacturers” [4d]. He also demanded, and
usually got, inflated fees for his encyclopedia articles [4]. Only David Brewster showed
more entrepreneurial initiative in his scientific publishing ventures, a fact which doubtless
exacerbated their conflicts. Unlike Leslie, Wallace had the additional expense of supporting
a family.36 Financial considerations, as well as philosophical ones, certainly occupied both
their minds.
Wallace’s December 1832 28-page memorandum to Brougham [6e], partly reproduced
in Appendix (b), rather wordily describes the history of the Edinburgh Observatory and the
teaching of astronomy and outlines attempts of previous professors to recruit more students
to their classes, which had largely failed.37 Thus, in one of his classes, Playfair had alternately
taught astronomy and physical geography in one year and differential calculus the next to
about five students annually. Though the number of young men studying mathematics had
increased since then, so had the number of teachers in other institutions. Only compulsory
courses attracted large numbers, while others struggled to exist. “Between the years 1820
and 1827 I gave seven courses of lectures on the Differential Calculus. In that period, there
were 107 students, but of these only 78 paid fees .... Within the last five years, I have
sometimes not been able to obtain five students for this branch, and this year I have not had
the offer of one willing to pay a fee” [6e].
Wallace gave three reasons for such low numbers: (i) unlike Greek, Latin, and Euclidean
geometry, the knowledge is “required for no profession,” (ii) recently introduced fees in the
Theological School deterred students from taking extra courses, (iii) the stagnant economy
meant that fewer parents could afford to employ tutors for their children, and students were
“unable to prosecute their studies beyond what is barely necessary” [6e].
The memorandum then goes on to discuss the Edinburgh Observatory and Astronomical
Institution, of which Wallace was “a Proprietor and Ex-Officio Director,” describing its
present unsatisfactory state and arguing at length for the establishment of an observatory
“the equal in accuracy of those of Greenwich or Cambridge... in all time coming,” with a
costed proposal.38 This memorandum clearly went far to convince Lord Brougham and the
Government. After some delay, the Observatory was better funded (though not as generously
36 Before his Edinburgh appointment, he had sometimes lived alone when working at the Royal Military College,
in order that his children could be educated in Edinburgh.
37 Present-day academics, urged to make their courses more attractive to students in the face of falling numbers,
may be permitted a wry smile....
38 Over the years, Wallace had sought and received much advice from John Herschel about astronomical
instruments for the Edinburgh Observatory. In 1825, Herschel had rather prematurely written: “I am very glad to
hear that there is so good a prospect of seeing the Ed. Observatory in activity and I hope it will set an example
much wanted, I think, of deviating a little from the beaten track [by contributing to a general catalogue of stars].
I had great hopes from the Cambridge Observatory—but Woodhouse’s paper in the Phil. Trans. 1825 has much
dampened them ...” [5b].
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as Wallace had hoped), and Thomas Henderson, formerly head of the Cape of Good Hope
Observatory and a friend of Wallace’s, was appointed in 1834 to the chair of practical as-
tronomy and first Astronomer Royal for Scotland (see also footnote 33). But, before all
was settled, Wallace made a further long appeal to Brougham, asking that the professor-
ship should be attached to the University, and not to the independent shareholder-owned
Astronomical Institution, as had been suggested. Furthermore,
It has ever been my wish to teach Astronomy in my third Class in alternate years with the Differential
Calculus: I have formerly told you how I was opposed and thwarted by the late Professor of Natural
Philosophy in this matter.... Now however that my opponent has been removed, I have returned to my
project and I intimated to the Senatus of the University my intention to exchange teaching of the higher
mathematics next year for Astronomy.
I am at this time giving a course of lectures to eight students on the Differential Calculus (of this
number only five pay fees) and as this is likely to be the case year after year it has appeared to me that I
may just as well teach Astronomy to a few for almost nothing as anything else.... [6f]
In other words, Wallace planned to reduce his teaching of calculus in favor of astronomy. He
may still have hoped to attach the proposed astronomy chair to his own, or, more realistically,
to reserve for himself the class fees for teaching astronomy. If so, he was only human. Largely
through his own lobbying, the astronomy post was to have a salary comparable with that
at the Greenwich Observatory and “far beyond any of our professorships. I for instance,
receive thirty pounds from Government per annum, but this new professor is to have $200
with an outfit of 1000$ value in Instruments in addition to a building from the Institution”
[6f]. Clearly, the one-time pioneer of analysis in Britain had become disillusioned with
teaching higher mathematics to few students and for little reward.
Not long afterwards, Wallace fell ill. He resigned in 1838, aged 70, having been unable
to teach for some time, and he died on 28 April 1843.
8. CONCLUSION
Scottish mathematicians played a prominent role in the regeneration of British mathe-
matics during the early 19th century, with William Wallace and James Ivory among the
first to propound the “continental” calculus and its physical applications. Though John
Leslie’s influence on Scottish science and mathematics was considerable, his attitude to
the new methods was equivocal. In particular, he favoured geometrical analysis as being
more securely founded and elegant, an opinion with which John Herschel (among oth-
ers) disagreed. The difficulties of learning the “continental” calculus and its applications
are interestingly described by Thomas Carlyle, who was formerly a student of Leslie at
Edinburgh. Carlyle’s frustration and disillusionment only serve to emphasize the magni-
tude of Ivory’s and Wallace’s largely self-taught analytical accomplishments.
The scholarly controversy between Leslie, Legendre, Ivory, and others, following publi-
cation of the Brewster–Carlyle translation of Legendre’s Ge´ome´trie, highlights their views
on the limitations of analysis and the foundations of geometry. The strong Scottish tradi-
tion in geometry, “Common-Sense” philosophy, and logic was doubtless responsible for
encouraging such fundamental questioning. Though the connections between analysis and
geometry were being actively explored in Scotland, and though Wallace himself had made a
brave, but neglected, attempt at a rigorous “doctrine of limits” [84; 22], the crucial advances
took place elsewhere, in the work of Bolzano, Cauchy, and Abel [12; 30; 33].
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In their teaching at Edinburgh University, the elements of geometry were still given pride
of place by both Leslie and Wallace. Although some instruction was provided in calcu-
lus and analysis, few students saw any advantage in studying noncompulsory “advanced”
mathematics. Accordingly, this was postponed to a small third-level class (sometimes taught
only in alternate years), and this provided negligible remuneration from fees. Even the el-
ementary class decreased in size, after about 1828, due to increased teaching of geometry
in schools and other rival establishments.
Wallace, by far the better analyst, was criticized for placing undue emphasis on geometry
in his first- and second-level classes. Leslie no doubt genuinely believed that this hindered
his own teaching of natural philosophy, but he took every opportunity to criticize his rival.
Perhaps Wallace, more than Leslie, cared about educating the rather ill-prepared majority
of his class, as he fought a rearguard action to halt the decline in numbers. Such a pre-
occupation is incompatible (then as now) with raising standards in adverse circumstances.
The subsequent careers of mathematically trained graduates of this period deserve further
research. Though few who studied under Leslie and Wallace left their mark in mathematics,
notable exceptions are Edward Sang and Duncan F. Gregory.
Both Leslie and Wallace sought extra income by writing textbooks and by contributing
to encyclopedias and other “popular” scientific works. Also, as rival professors of natural
philosophy and of mathematics, they quarrelled bitterly over their right to teach astronomy,
for which additional fees were to be had, and over the filling of the chair of practical
astronomy. Wallace deserves credit for his efforts to persuade the Government to upgrade the
near-moribund Edinburgh Observatory into a genuine research facility. That he succeeded
may well have been due to Leslie’s unexpected death. Wallace’s career, too, was by then
near its end.
Many changes were on the way. Communications greatly improved with the railway
boom of the late 1830’s, and the vital intellectual life of Edinburgh gradually waned as
London’s cultural importance grew. Gifted Scots (Carlyle included) moved south in in-
creasing numbers, and many worked abroad in the expanding British Empire. The growing
domination of British mathematical science by a revitalized Cambridge University and the
increasing need for professional engineers and scientists were to add impetus to the study
of advanced mathematics and its applications, formerly “required for no profession.”
Major reform of the Scottish universities took place in 1858 [23]. Formal examination
procedures were adopted, and moral philosophy, together with logic and metaphysics,
gradually lost its central place in the curriculum39 as more specialized scientific instruction
was introduced. Wallace’s successor, Philip Kelland, was the first non-Scot and the first
Cambridge graduate to hold the Edinburgh mathematics chair. This he secured in preference
to D. F. Gregory, who had gone on to Cambridge from Edinburgh [23]. In new circumstances,
Kelland and James D. Forbes were able to implement substantial changes to the syllabus in
mathematics and natural philosophy. More Scots students of the next generation—among
them William Thomson and James Clerk Maxwell—went on to Cambridge or Oxford to
continue their education. Slowly, the Scottish and English cultural and academic worlds
began to merge, though differences remain to this day.
39 Though, like Latin, they remained compulsory subjects for degrees in arts beyond the mid-20th century.
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APPENDIX
Extract (a) reproduces part of a long letter [6a] from John Leslie, in typical style, pe-
titioning the Lord Chancellor both for the professorship of practical astronomy and for a
knighthood. Extract (b) quotes parts of Wallace’s long memorandum [6e] advocating an
ambitious scheme for astronomy at Edinburgh, which highlight the continuing difficulties
of recruiting students to mathematics.
(a)
Coates House, by Largo
Sept. 1831
...Your sublime talents which have been vigorously exercised over the widest range of
subjects, form at once the strength and ornament of the Cabinet; while your moral courage
and transcendent eloquence will continue to infuse the energy required at present to crush
the attacks of wily and envenomed opponents....
...[L. extolls] the beneficial influence of your distinguished philosophical attainments
(so far surpassing the pretentions of any Chancellor since Lord Bacon) in disposing your
colleagues to estimate the merit of scientific pursuits which their predecessors have always
so notoriously neglected.
... I must now revert to my claim to the Professorship of Practical Astronomy. [L. wishes]
to annex it to the Chair of Natural Philosophy, of which it is only a small appendage ... [as
is done] in all the Continental Universities.
[The Natural Philosophy chair is] so poorly remunerated. Though this charge requires
greater variety of talent and more extent of information than the professorship of Mathe-
matics, his pitiful salary of 50$ hardly pays an operator, while the latter without incurring
such expence receives an allowance exceeding 150$ : : :
[L. complains that medical students are no longer required to attend his Nat. Phil. class;
then describes the poor state of the Observatory and outlines its history.]
... My present claim is very moderate; but from a liberal ministry, I might even look for
some honourable mark of respect.... Through the maneuvering of our principal, a knighthood
was conferred on the Regius Professor Ballingall [of Military Surgery]... assuredly the least
prominent of our body.... The Senatus was indignant & everybody in Edinr wondered at such
a strange [election/action?]. Now on the occasion of the approaching coronation... Ministers
may have the opportunity of counterpoising the inconsiderate act of their predecessors. It
would become a liberal government to show their estimation of Whiggery and Science.
In that case, I might without vanity say that since our great luminaries are departed, the
public voice would name myself. Personally I care not much about a title, and I might find
it cumbersome to wear... [but] one desirable object would be to raise me in the view of my
country neighbours, who are almost all without a single exception violent antireformers &
bear me a bitter grudge for acting independently since I became a freeholder....
(b)
Observations on the Vacant Professorship of Practical Astronomy in the University of
Edinburgh, And on the Edinburgh Observatory.
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Respectfully offered to the Consideration of the Right Hon. Lord Brougham and Vaux.
By William Wallace, Professor of Mathematics in the University of Edinburgh.
[Wallace writes in his several capacities] as Professor of Mathematics in the University
of Edinburgh, and as a Proprietor and Ex Officio Director in the Edinburgh Astronomical
Institution....
...the Doctrines of Astronomy have been taught from the Mathematical Chair in the
University from its foundation in 1674 to the present time... [O]ne of my predecessors,
Maclaurin... first made an [unsuccessful] effort to procure an Observatory for the University.
[But the eventual founding of a] Professorship of Practical Astronomy... was an office created
for the sole benefit of the late Dr Blair [who regarded it as a sinecure and never lectured.]
At the time the Professorship... was founded, the Doctrines of Astronomy were taught in
the University by the Professors of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. Had they been
receiving very considerable salaries, so as to be independent of class fees and if they had
enjoyed their offices as sinecures, giving no Lectures, there might have been some reason
for appointing another Professor to execute a duty which they neglected. The case however
was just the reverse. The Professor of Mathematics Mr Playfair, had no salary all the time
he held that office: (it was enjoyed by Dr Adam Ferguson) and the Professor of Natural
Philosophy, Dr Robison, had a salary of no more than Fifty pounds per annum.
Their classes notwithstanding their importance, were but thinly attended; the Natural
Philosophy class might consist of from 50 to seventy students: and the Mathematics about
the same number; all of which did not pay: It will easily be believed that the Professors
were most industrious and that they availd [sic] themselves of all they [sic] means they
had to get classes, and students. Dr Robison, besides his stated annual course, attempted
to form a class for popular lectures on Natural Philosophy but could not succeed, so as to
make it worth his labour; and Mr Playfair had three different classes in one of which he
taught Astronomy and Physical Geography in one year, and the Differential Calculus in the
following year: For these there were very few students and I know that in one year he gave
a course of lectures on the Differential Calculus to no more than five.
...it was prudent for Dr Blair to enjoy quietly his salary, without giving lectures for which
he was not likely to derive remunerating advantage... [Those who felt that an astronomy
professor] would certainly get a considerable class... are in general not acquainted with
Mathematics and Astronomy, and not aware how few there are who are disposed to study
these branches in the University, farther than is necessary for particular Professions. There
are perhaps more young men that study Mathematics now than formerly[,] that is forty
years ago, but on the other hand the number of teachers is greatly increased; in this as in all
other professions, the supply has increased faster than the demand.
[Only compulsory courses attract large numbers of students, while others struggle to
exist or are not taught at all]... Between the years 1820 and 1827 I gave seven courses of
lectures on the Differential Calculus. In that period there were 107 students, but of these
only 78 paid fees so that the average number that paid was 11 each year. Within the last five
years I have sometimes not been able to obtain five students for this branch, and this year I
have not had the offer of one willing to pay a fee. My predecessor taught this branch every
second year and Astronomy in the intermediate years.
I have taken it every year, because it was asked for and Astronomy hardly ever. I have
however given an additional hour to my second class every day for about seven weeks in
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the latter part of the Session, and this has been dedicated to Spherical Trigonometry, and its
application to Astronomy, so that it cannot with truth be said that no Practical Astronomy
is taught in the University....
It is a Natural question, what is the reason few or no students can be had for the higher
parts of the Mathematics at this time? There is one cause which has always operated, that
is, that a knowledge of them leads to no advantage. They are required for no profession.
A competent knowledge of Greek & Latin is necessary to procure a student the office of a
tutor to boys. They do not require, besides the languages, much mathematics, and therefore
the tutor has no occasion to teach more than the Elements, & seeks no more himself.
Another cause is the charge that has now been made in the Theological School: formerly
nothing was paid for Divinity or Church History. A student could then take a class or two in
Literature or Philosophy, where a fee was to be paid. Now, the above named classes require
fees, and these absorb what a student would have laid out on the Differential Calculus[,]
Practical Astronomy[,] Natural History[,] Rhetoric etc which are now luxuries he cannot
attain.
A third & the most powerful cause is the distress produced by the general stagnation of
Trade thoughout the Country. This limits the power of parents to educate their Children,
& hence students in the Universities cannot find employment as Tutors and are unable to
prosecute their studies beyond what is barely necessary.
[W. goes on to discuss the history of the observatory in Edinburgh, the founding and
limitations of the Astronomical Institution, and its presently inadequate instruments. He
then argues, at length, for making the Edinburgh Observatory the “equal in accuracy to
those of Greenwich or Cambridge... in all time coming” and presents a costed proposal for
achieving this. A somewhat scaled-down version of this proposal was eventually sanctioned
by Government.]
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